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Proton transfer in macromolecular systems is a fascinating yet elusive process. In the last ten years,
molecular simulations have shown to be a useful tool to unveil the atomistic mechanism. Notwith-
standing, the large number of degrees of freedom involved make the accurate description of the
process very hard even for the case of proton diffusion in bulk water. Here, multi-state empirical
valence bond molecular dynamics simulations in conjunction with complex network analysis are
applied to study proton transfer in liquid water. Making use of a transition network formalism, this
approach takes into account the time evolution of several coordinates simultaneously. Our results
provide evidence for a strong dependence of proton transfer on the length of the hydrogen bond
solvating the Zundel complex, with proton transfer enhancement as shorter bonds are formed at the
acceptor site. We identify six major states (nodes) on the network leading from the “special pair” to
a more symmetric Zundel complex required for transferring the proton. Moreover, the second solva-
tion shell specifically rearranges to promote the transfer, reiterating the idea that solvation beyond
the first shell of the Zundel complex plays a crucial role in the process. © 2014 AIP Publishing LLC.
[http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4884455]

I. INTRODUCTION

Proton motion in aqueous environments is unusually fast,
allowing its participation in a myriad of reactions in, e.g.,
oceans, the atmosphere, acidic rain, metal surfaces, and en-
zymes. Even when a proton is not a reactant or product, it
quite often participates in some intermediate step. In fact,
there is hardly any enzyme without at least one acid- or base-
catalyzed step in its activity cycle. Proton mobility in water
is a factor 4.5 faster than the next most mobile cation (Rb+).
This is ascribed to the fact that it is the only cation whose dif-
fusion requires only hydrogen bond rearrangement, and not
necessarily mass motion.1, 2

Simulations have shown that the prevalent solvation state
of the proton in liquid water is that of a distorted Eigen
cation,3 H3O+(H2O)3, in which one hydrogen bond from the
central hydronium (H3O+) moiety is shorter than the other
two, thus forming a “special pair” (SP).2 The identity of
the closest water ligand interchanges dynamically between
the three, giving rise to the “special pair dance.”3 The spe-
cial partner is characterized by a loss of an accepted hydro-
gen bond,1, 3, 4 in “preparation” of transforming into a Zun-
del cation, H2O · · · H+ · · · OH2, that donates (four) hydrogen
bonds to its next shell neighbors, but accepts none. Eventu-
ally, the SP O–O distance contracts by an additional 0.1 Å,
forming a Zundel cation in which the proton is shared nearly
equally between the two oxygen centers, rapidly rattling be-
tween them. The probability for observing the Zundel inter-
mediate increases when the nuclei are treated quantum me-
chanically due mainly to the zero point energy effect.5 The

a)Author to whom correspondence to be addressed. Electronic mail:
francesco.rao@frias.uni-freiburg.de. Telephone: +49 (0)761 203 97336.
Fax: +49 (0)761-203 97451.

Zundel intermediate can then return to the initial distorted-
Eigen configuration or, more rarely, transform to a distorted-
Eigen cation centered on the special partner. When this hap-
pens, the proton transfer process between the two water
molecules is deemed successful.

What coerces the SP to convert into a Zundel intermedi-
ate? And under what conditions does the latter not return to its
initial state, but rather transmits the proton to the ex-special
partner? Simulations6 and experiment7 suggest that this de-
pends on the collective rearrangement of the first two solva-
tion shells of the Zundel intermediate, involving a cluster of
about 20 water molecules. Specifically, out of the two water
molecules of the H5O+

2 cation, the one that eventually accepts
the excess proton (A) should have shorter donor type hydro-
gen bonds (e.g., A���1A and 1A ��� 2A in Fig. 1) and longer
acceptor type hydrogen bonds (e.g., 1A ��� 2A).6 (The arrow
indicates the directionality of the hydrogen bond, from donor
to acceptor.) The opposite is true for the water molecule (D)
that gives up the proton. This corresponds to the general trend
of strengthening donor type hydrogen bonds while weakening
the acceptor ones near a protonated water center.8

The observation that such hydrogen bond length changes
occur collectively on two hydration shells6 is in line with ear-
lier observations that collective motion controls water dynam-
ics in bulk liquid water,9 with correlations extending over at
least two solvation shells.10 In this tightly hydrogen-bonded
system, even the rotation of a water molecule during dielectric
relaxation requires pre-organization of a whole water cluster
around it.11

The mechanism of proton mobility outlined above not
only explains why protons diffuse so fast compared to other
cations, but also why they diffuse so slowly compared to less
disordered hydrogen-bonded networks. For example, when
a “water wire” is formed, e.g., in carbon nanotubes,12, 13
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FIG. 1. Schematic picture of an excess proton within a Zundel complex. The
proton is transferred from the donor water molecule,“D,” to the acceptor,
“A.” There are almost always two donor hydrogen bonds emanating from
the two hydrogens of D and A, and these are denoted d and a, respectively.
Water molecules in the first hydration shell of D and A are denoted by 1D
and 1A, respectively. Similarly, the water molecules in the second hydration
shell of D and A are denoted by 2D and 2A, respectively. Arrows depict the
directionality of the hydrogen bonds.

inside proteins,14 between photoacid and base molecules
in bulk water,15, 16 or during hydronium/hydroxide
neutralization,17 proton transport becomes considerably
faster. The slower transport in bulk water is thus due to the
need to wait for a large scale fluctuation that could stabilize
the new microscopic state. In this respect, proton transfer is
analogous to ligand binding to proteins,18 or electron transfer
in solution,19 where the fast ligand/electron motion responds
to the much slower protein/solvent reorganization that pre-
pares the appropriate conformation for accommodating the
product state.

Superficially, the behavior depicted above is akin
to the Hammond20, 21 and Marcus-Brønsted rate-equilibria
relationships.22, 23 In this scenario, as the products are sta-
bilized (traditionally, by substitution at a covalent bond) the
transition state moves toward the product side and its en-
ergy lowers, enhancing the reaction rate. Here, the cooper-
ative rearrangement of many hydrogen bonds stabilizes the
proton acceptor, thus enhancing the proton transfer probabil-
ity. This, however, cannot be translated into the properties of
a unique transition state. Not only is there extensive “rattling”
of the transferring proton within a given Zundel intermedi-
ate, there are also multiple pathways for protonic transitions
from donor to acceptor, and thus multiple “transition states.”
A similar situation occurs in protein dynamics.24–26 The fol-
lowing analysis shows how some of these pathways might be
characterized.

The present work characterizes the microstates of the
Zundel proton-transferring intermediate that connects the SP
to its proton transfer product. The idea behind such “com-
plex network analysis,” successfully applied to liquid water,10

peptides, and proteins,24–26 is to map a dynamic trajectory
into a discrete set of structurally homogeneous microstates
(nodes) with interconnecting links allowing kinetic transitions

between the nodes.25 The microstates introduced herein are
defined in terms of the length of the four hydrogen bonds in
the first solvation-shell of the Zundel core (Fig. 1). We charac-
terize the two end nodes of the network that transmit the pro-
ton to one of the two distorted Eigen cations using the radial
distribution function (RDF) and hydrogen bond histogram of
the first shell water ligands. In agreement with Lapid et al.,6

we find that in order for a transfer event to occur through this
Zundel complex, appropriate hydrogen bonding changes up
to its second solvation shell must occur.

II. METHODS

A. Molecular dynamics (MD) simulations

The excess proton forms a strong covalent bond with at
least one water molecule. Hence, for describing proton trans-
fer between water molecules, conventional force-field based
MD is insufficient, because it does not allow for covalent bond
cleavage and formation. While this can be achieved by vari-
ous flavors of ab initio molecular dynamics (AIMD),27 such
simulations are costly, hence only relatively short simulations
for a small number of water molecules can be performed. To
allow for longer simulations that could be statistically ana-
lyzed as described below, extended force fields parameterized
for proton mobility28 or empirical valence bond (EVB) can be
conveniently utilized.

The two-state EVB introduced by Warshel and co-
workers29 allows for proton transfer between two sites. This is
still insufficient for protons in liquid water, where proton delo-
calization over larger water clusters occurs. For this purpose,
multi-state EVB (MS-EVB) was introduced in the groups of
Borgis30 and Voth.31–33 The MS-EVB methodology calculates
the lowest eigenvalue of a N × N quantum mechanical Hamil-
tonian for the excess proton in a dynamically selected cluster
of N water molecules, in which the N diabatic states corre-
spond to assigning the excess proton to any one of the N wa-
ter molecules in the cluster. The nuclei are then moved classi-
cally on this potential energy surface, by integrating Newton’s
equations. The MS-EVB methodology has been perfected in
the Voth group, where a third-generation of the software (MS-
EVB3) has been developed.33 Here, we have utilized a MS-
EVB3 trajectory previously generated by Kulig34 in another
context.

Briefly, a cubic simulation box (of length 18.62 Å) con-
taining 216 water molecules and a single excess proton (and
no counter anion) was constructed. In order to mimic an infi-
nite system, periodic boundary conditions were applied in all
three directions. Coulomb interactions between replicas were
corrected by using the particle mesh Ewald method with pre-
cision of 10−6. Lennard-Jones interactions were truncated at
an atom-atom distance of 9.0 Å.

For each of eight uncorrelated initial configurations, a 0.5
ns equilibration run was performed in the NVT ensemble with
timesteps of 0.5 fs, a target temperature of 300 K, and pres-
sure of 1 atm, maintained by a Nosé-Hoover thermostat and
barostat. Following equilibration, each trajectory was contin-
ued for 1 ns in the NVE ensemble (production run), yielding
a total of 8 ns trajectory (1.5 TB output).
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B. Hydrogen bond definition

To detect hydrogen bonds, the definition introduced by
Skinner and co-workers35 was applied. In this definition, the
occupancy of the σ* antibonding OH orbital was parameter-
ized in terms of the intermolecular distance r between the ac-
ceptor O and donor H atom, and the angle ψ that the O···H
ray makes with the out-of-plane unit vector of the acceptor
water molecule

N (r, ψ) = exp(−r/0.343)(7.1 − 0.050ψ + 0.00021ψ2) ,

(1)
where ψ is in degrees and r in Å. Following the original im-
plementation, a hydrogen bond is formed if the occupancy is
below N = 0.0085.

C. Proton transfer events

In this study, we have focused on Zundel-like segments
of the trajectory. The search algorithm for these segments was
as follows: at each timestep the first and second closest water
molecule to the center of excess charge define a putative Zun-
del pair. If the two waters closest to the proton remain the
same for at least 100 fs, then this segment is considered to be
Zundel-like. The closest water molecule to the proton at the
beginning of the segment is called “donor” (D) while the other
one is the “acceptor” (A). A schematic picture of the proton
and its surrounding water molecules is given in Fig. 1.

With the above method, around 2000 Zundel segments of
average length of about 180 fs, and total length 327 ps, were
found. They were sorted into two major groups: if at the end
of the trajectory the proton resides on the acceptor the seg-
ment depicts a transmission event, T, otherwise it represents
reflection, R, where the proton remains with the donor. These
are our reactive vs. non-reactive events. We found a R:T ra-
tio of approximately 4:1 with average lengths of around 170
and 230 fs for R and T Zundel segments, respectively. Hence,
most of the time the molecule which held the proton at the
beginning of the Zundel segment keeps it till the end. Proton
fluctuations make it almost impossible to detect the exact mo-
ment of the proton transfer in a statistical manner. This is due
to recrossings on top of the free-energy barrier. Additionally,
in these systems there are multiple pathways leading from re-
actants to products.24–26 We will now identify the factors re-
sponsible for the proton transfer events.

III. RESULTS

To analyze the role of the hydrogen bond environment on
proton transfer, the lengths of the four hydrogen bonds in the
first solvation shell of the D and A water molecules sharing
the proton (“d” and “a” bonds in Fig. 1) were calculated for
every frame of the Zundel segments. These values were used
to build a sorted array in bond distances, which characterizes
the state of the Zundel complex. For example, when the two
bonds on the D side are shorter than the ones on the A side
the array will be denoted by “ddaa.” Conversely, “aadd” rep-
resents a situation where the first shell hydrogen bonds are
shorter for the acceptor. There are six distinguishable arrays

TABLE I. Average length (in Å) of the four O · · · H hydrogen bond dis-
tances, ri, in the six nodes, for Zundel segments in which the ultimate fate is
R (top) and T (bottom line).

Node r1 r2 r3 r4

ddaa 1.462 1.555 1.669 1.792
1.461 1.554 1.668 1.791

dada 1.480 1.586 1.651 1.772
1.477 1.585 1.649 1.765

daad 1.487 1.595 1.664 1.757
1.489 1.584 1.651 1.748

adda 1.508 1.574 1.644 1.762
1.503 1.574 1.643 1.751

adad 1.504 1.582 1.654 1.754
1.486 1.573 1.645 1.746

aadd 1.481 1.563 1.655 1.764
1.474 1.556 1.653 1.757

(ddaa, dada, daad and aadd, adad, adda) that serve as nodes in
the network below.

The average O · · · H distances of the four hydrogen bonds
in each ordered array are denoted by r1, r2, r3, and r4, where
by definition ri + 1 ≥ ri. For example, for the aadd node, r1

is the shortest hydrogen bond on the acceptor side while r4

is the longest hydrogen bond on the donor side. These dis-
tances are given in Table I for each node, separately for the
R and T segments. As can be seen, the hydrogen bond length
increases by roughly 0.1 Å along each array (i.e., the value
of ri − ri − 1 is roughly constant), with relatively small differ-
ences between R and T segments. In addition, we include in
the scheme nodes labeled R and T if in the last time-frame of
the Zundel complex the proton belonged to the donor or ac-
ceptor water molecules (D and A in Fig. 1), respectively. In
this way, one may judge whether the complex led to proton
transfer or not.

A. The transition network

The time evolution of the bond sorted arrays was an-
alyzed with the help of a transition network framework.25

The basic idea behind this approach is to map a dynami-
cal system into a discrete set of microstates, and calculate
their inter-conversion rates from the original trajectory. Con-
sequently, system thermodynamics and kinetics are inferred
from the properties of the transition network itself rather
than the projected free energy surface onto one or two or-
der parameters.25, 26 The advantage of this approach is that
it allows to take into account an arbitrary large number of pa-
rameters (in this case lengths of hydrogen bonds) for studying
dynamic processes. This is achieved by labeling every frame
of the molecular trajectory according to a pre-defined set of
states. Depending on the problem under study they can be few
or thousands.25 The states represent the nodes of a transition
network while the links are the actual transitions from one
frame to the subsequent one as observed from the molecular
trajectory.

For the present case, there are 8 states in the network (the
six nodes ddaa, aadd, etc., plus R and T). The total number of
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TABLE II. Total number of transitions (in both directions) between two of
the states (daad and adda) and all of the eight states in the network.

State daad adda

ddaa 59 63
dada 2512 3320
daad 156 458 37
adda 37 160 166
adad 2154 1651
aadd 39 31
R 88 17
T 8 29

transitions between any two states (irrespective of direction-
ality) is recorded in an 8 × 8 matrix. Two columns of this ma-
trix are given for demonstration in Table II. We note that the
largest number of transitions is between each state and itself,
and then there are typically only a few other states with ap-
preciable number of transitions. Given that all the prominent
transitions in this network are characterized by thousands of
passages, we introduce an arbitrary cutoff of 100 transitions,
and discard the connections below this cutoff. A link is then
placed between two nodes if the number of transitions be-
tween them exceeds this cutoff. Results are not sensitive to
the exact value of the cutoff provided that it is smaller than
the most visited transitions.

The resulting transition network is depicted in Fig. 2. In
this picture, node and link size are proportional to the number
of times that a specific state was visited and the number of
times a transition was observed during the trajectory, respec-
tively. The network topology shows that reflection and trans-
mission events are directly mediated by the “ddaa” and “aadd”
states, respectively (e.g., the link between the node “aadd” and
T represents around 90% of the total flux to T). Consequently,
proton hopping from D to A is favored by longer hydrogen
bond lengths at the donor site, and shorter ones at the accep-
tor. The scheme highlights the presence of preferential path-
ways for proton transfer through two alternative routes, mak-
ing the first shell hydrogen bond lengths around A progres-
sively shorter. The transition network shows that the length
of hydrogen bonds in the first solvation shell of the Zundel
cation is a property that strongly affects the behavior of pro-

ton transfer: D or A becomes more attractive to the proton as
water molecules in their first shell move closer in.

We can use transition networks to characterize differ-
ences between reactive and non-reactive Zundel segments.
For this aim, we separate these segments into the two groups
ending in either the R or T states (Fig. 3). It can be seen that in
the R-terminating network the probabilities of the two states
closest to R (ddaa and dada) are appreciably larger (42% and
22%) than for the corresponding states in the T-terminating
network (21% and 16%, respectively). This probability shift
is also observed for the two states closest to A (adad and aadd)
but with inverse trend. In contrast, the two bridging states
(daad and adda) differ only marginally between R and T pro-
cesses. Hence, compared to the average trajectory, the non-
reactive trajectories spend more time in the two states closest
to R, whereas the reactive ones spend more time in the two
states that are closest to T.

Another R-T effect can be seen in Table I, where nearly
all the hydrogen bond distances in the T-segments are slightly
shorter than the corresponding ones in the R-segments. There
is thus a small hydrogen bond contraction in reactive trajec-
tories, and this is reminiscent of the (evidently, more appre-
ciable) water-wire contraction recently reported from AIMD
simulations of hydronium-hydroxide neutralization in bulk
water.17

B. Distance distributions for the transferring proton

To further characterize the network nodes, the oxygen-
proton distance distributions for the D and A oxygens were
calculated for the “ddaa” and “aadd” configurations (Fig. 4).
For the ddaa state, the O–H distance distributions for the D
and A oxygen atoms (red and orange curves, respectively),
have a very small overlap. Hence, in this state the proton is
much closer to the donor molecule (∼1.09 Å) than to the ac-
ceptor (∼1.32 Å). The O–O distance, which is approximately
their sum (2.41 Å), corresponds to a SP. This is indeed the
value found in previous MS-EVB3 simulations3 for the SP
that stabilizes the distorted Eigen cation. Thus, the ddaa state,
which is the borderline between Eigen and Zundel segments,
is still characteristic of a SP rather than a genuine Zundel

FIG. 2. Schematic transition network for Zundel trajectory segments. The size of the links and nodes is proportional to their weight. For clarity, only links
visited more than 100 times are shown.
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(a)

(b)

FIG. 3. Schematic network of proton trajectories leading to (a) reflection and (b) transmission. The size of the links and nodes is proportional to their weight.

complex. Most (70%) but not all of our Zundel segments start
in this state.

On the other hand, the two distributions become much
closer for the “aadd” configuration (light and dark gray
curves). In this case, the proton is on average slightly closer
to A (∼1.11 Å) than to D (∼1.19 Å). The O–O distance is
now 2.30 Å, which corresponds to a rather tight Zundel com-
plex (the most probable O–O distance for a MS-EVB3 Zundel
cation is around 2.35 Å).3 According to the transition network
analysis this configuration is the one prone to transmit the pro-
ton, and indeed it has the proton partially transferred to the A
water molecule.

The effect of separating the Zundel trajectory into R-
and T-segments can be seen in Fig. 5 for the acceptor oxy-

FIG. 4. Oxygen-proton distance distributions. Red and orange colors stand
for D and A molecules in the “ddaa” state; gray and light gray colors stand
for D and A molecules in the “aadd” state.

gen atom. Its long distance with the transferring proton in the
ddaa state becomes slightly longer when only R-trajectories
are considered. Likewise, its short distance in the aadd state
becomes slightly shorter for T-trajectories. In both cases, the
distributions also sharpen. Thus, the difference between the
A-state R:ddaa and T:aadd distributions further accentuates,
commensurate with the role of these two nodes in reflecting
or transmitting the proton, respectively. This effect (and a sim-
ilar one expected for the donor molecule) is rather small.

C. Second shell attributes

Characterization of the second solvation shell was done
by conventional oxygen-oxygen RDF analysis. To this aim,

FIG. 5. Acceptor oxygen-proton distance distributions for R- vs. T-
trajectories. Red and blue colors stand for the distribution for the reflection
events in ddaa and aadd states, respectively. Gray and light gray stands for
ddaa and aadd states during transmission events.
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(a)

(b)

FIG. 6. First-shell oxygen-oxygen radial distribution functions. (a) ddaa vs.
aadd: Red and orange colors stand for 1D and 1A molecules within “ddaa”
Zundel segment of the trajectory; gray and light gray colors stand for 1D and
1A molecules in the “aadd” Zundel segment of the trajectory, respectively.
(b) T vs. R: red and light gray stand for 1D molecules during all transmission
and reflection events, while orange and gray represent 1A molecules during
all transmission and reflection events, respectively. For comparison, the radial
distribution function for bulk water is shown as a black line.

RDFs were calculated for the water molecules belonging to
the first shell of D and A (the 1D and 1A molecules in Fig. 1),
and denoted by g1D(r) and g1A(r), respectively. For the reflec-
tion mediating configuration “ddaa,” the RDFs corresponding
to the 1D and 1A molecules differ dramatically as shown, re-
spectively, by the red and orange curves in Fig. 6(a). The peak
at short distances (2.58 Å) in g1D(r) (red curve) is predomi-
nantly due to the D ��� 1D hydrogen bond, whereas its tail
to longer distances is contributed by hydrogen bonds between
the 1D oxygen and outer water molecules (cf. Ref. 3). Taking
1.0 Å for the covalent OH bond length, we indeed find from
Table I (for ddaa) that 1 + (r1 + r2)/2 = 2.50 Å. The g1D(r)
peak is at somewhat longer distances due to the two outer wa-
ter molecules. The peak at long distances (2.68 Å) in g1A(r)
(orange curve) corresponds with 1 + (r3 + r4)/2 = 2.73 Å.
Thus, there is a more compact configuration for the proton
keeping environment.8

For the transmission mediating configuration “aadd,” the
RDFs are nearly identical to those of the ddaa state with inter-
changed D and A labels. Here, the environment of A becomes
more compact, in preparation for accepting the proton. Inter-
estingly, therefore, while the transferring proton distances do
not show perfect symmetry between the ddaa and aadd states,
the first-shell RDFs do, reinforcing the importance of first-
and second-shell rearrangements in driving the proton trans-
fer process.

In addition, the RDFs of the 1D and 1A molecules
were calculated separately for the transmission and reflection
events (see Fig. 6(b)). In this case, the results do not depend

(a)

(b)

FIG. 7. Fraction of donor and acceptor hydrogen bonds for the water
molecules in the first solvation shell of a Zundel complex. Dark gray stands
for 2 donors and 1 acceptor hydrogen bonds, gray stands for 2 donors and 2
acceptor bonds, and light gray for all the other configurations of the first sol-
vation shell. (a) Number of donor and acceptor hydrogen bonds for transmis-
sion and reflection events as well as for bulk water. (b) Number of hydrogen
bonds in the aadd or ddaa states independently of the Zundel segment type.

on the type of event but on the reference molecule, suggesting
the presence of memory effects in the process.

A more sensitive way to monitor the difference between
R and T trajectories is from hydrogen bond histograms for
the 1D and 1A molecules. These were calculated separately
for the entire transmission and reflection Zundel segments. In
Fig. 7, gray, dark gray, and light gray bars correspond to hy-
drogen bond configurations with two bonds on both the oxy-
gen and hydrogen atoms, one bond on the oxygen and two
on the hydrogens and the sum of all other possible bond con-
figurations, respectively. For the transmission case, no differ-
ence between the hydrogen bond configurations of 1D and 1A
were observed. This is not the case for reflection events where
a dramatic change between 1D and 1A was found. The 1A
molecules show a large population for fully coordinated con-
figurations (gray bar), while the 1D molecules present an in-
version of trend with the largest population on configurations
with only one hydrogen bond to the oxygen site (dark gray
bar). Such bonding is prevalent for water molecules close to
the protonated site, because it is unfavorable to donate a hy-
drogen bond to a water molecule that harbors some of the pos-
itive charge. Thus, for T-segments the second solvation shell
of D and A is symmetric, supporting a Zundel cation, whereas
for R-segments the second solvation shell of D and A is asym-
metric, corresponding to an Eigen cation on D and bulk water
on 1A.

In addition, we have analyzed the hydrogen bond config-
urations for 1D and 1A molecules when the system is in the
aadd or ddaa states. For the case of aadd, 1A molecules have a
dominant configuration of three hydrogen bonds. This is due
mainly to a loss of a 1A ��� 2A hydrogen bond, which pre-
pares the first shell of the acceptor for the incoming proton.6
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Concomitantly, for 1D molecules the populations of a fully
coordinated configuration and the one with three hydrogen
bonds are almost equal. For the ddaa state, the situation is re-
versed. In this case, 1D molecules largely populate configura-
tions with one bond on the oxygen and two on the hydrogens,
while for 1A molecules this configuration becomes unfavor-
able. One also notes that the aadd histograms are similar to
those for T whereas the ddaa histograms are like those for R
segments. More specifically, for the ddaa state and R events
the two sides of the H5O+

2 complex have very different solva-
tion patterns, whereas for the aadd state and the T events the
two sides are solvated much more symmetrically, as expected
for a Zundel complex.

D. Alternative transition network

We have defined the nodes on the transition network
based on the hydrogen bond lengths donated from the Zun-
del core to its four first-shell neighbors. (Indeed, we always
find these four hydrogen bonds.) As suggested by Fig. 7, pro-
ton transmission through the Zundel complex requires that
2D ��� 1D hydrogen bonds form, while 2A ��� 1A cleave.
If we assume that only these cleavage/formation events deter-
mine the state of the network (which is a simplification6), and
demand that such events occur sequentially, we generate an
alternative yet related network.

Let a vector (n, m) denote the total number of 2D ��� 1D
and 2A ��� 1A hydrogen bonds, respectively, where n, m
= 0, 1, 2. The ddaa node would then be approximated as (0,
2), meaning that the two 1A oxygens tend to accept a hy-
drogen bond from their 2nd-shell neighbors whereas the two
1D oxygens do not. Similarly, the aadd node would be ap-
proximated as (2, 0). Thus, a short hydrogen bond with the
Zundel complex compensates for the lack of the second ac-
ceptor hydrogen bond on the corresponding first shell ligand.
A network that connects (0, 2) and (2, 0) by sequential hydro-
gen bond cleavage and formation events, while avoiding the
extreme (0, 0) and (2, 2) states, is then

(0, 2)
↗
↘

(0, 1)

(1, 2)

↘
↗

(1, 1)
↗
↘

(1, 0)

(2, 1)

↘
↗

(2, 0).

(2)

This involves the same number of intermediate steps (namely,
3) as in Fig. 2, except that the single states (dada and adad)
bifurcate here into two states each, and vice versa for daad
and adda that coalesce to the (1, 1) state. We have not pursued
this network definition any further herein.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

In the present work, complex network analysis was ap-
plied to the Zundel-type intermediate of intermolecular proton
transfer in bulk liquid water. This approach in fact allows the
study of dynamical systems by constructing a network of ki-
netic states (“nodes”) that are seen to interconvert frequently
in a molecular trajectory.

For the case of proton transfer, network nodes have been
defined as hydrogen bond length arrays of four digits, tak-

ing into account the hydrogen bond arrangements in the first-
shell around a central Zundel complex. Two main results have
emerged. First, the length of the four hydrogen bonds in the
first solvation shell of the Zundel complex plays a crucial role
in proton transfer. Statistically, we found that proton trans-
fer can occur only when the hydrogen bonds of the acceptor
molecule to its first solvation shell are considerably shortened
simultaneously with the stretching of the analogous hydrogen
bonds at the donor side. Second, the arrangement of the sec-
ond solvation shell in terms of compactness and number of
hydrogen bonds strongly depends on the position of the pro-
ton: Hydrogen bonds from the second shell water ligands to
the 1D oxygens (2D ��� 1D) tend to form while those to the
1A oxygens (2A ��� 1A) tend to break as the proton is trans-
ferred from D to A. This reinforces the idea of a direct influ-
ence of (up to) the second-shell water ligands on the proton
transfer process.6, 7

In addition, the network describes rather succinctly the
major pathways (not previously characterized) that lead from
the SP of the dynamically distorted Eigen complex,3 which is
our ddaa state, via the Zundel complex, to the ultimate trans-
mission event by a sequence of changes in its hydrogen bond-
ing environment. This helps shed some light on how the fluc-
tuations in the water hydrogen bonding is coupled to the pro-
ton transfer event, promoting it on a fast time scale with mini-
mal driving force (the donor and acceptor state have formally
the same free energy). The fast, fs hydrogen bond dynamics
allows for rapid exploration of the network states, leading to
the fast proton mobility in bulk liquid water.
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